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Improvements and experimental validation of a 3D-probing system
for micro-components

Thomas Liebrich *, Wolfgang Knapp (1)

Institute of Machine Tools and Manufacturing (IWF), ETH Zurich, Tannenstrasse 3, CLA G11.2, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland

1. Introduction and aim

Miniaturisation of components, e.g. fuel injection nozzles with
diameters less than 100 mm or hearing devices, results in
increasing demands in 3D-metrology to prove the geometric
specifications of the manufactured components without damaging
them and, on the other hand, to improve the manufacturing
technologies [1].

In [2], a 3D-probing system based on Fizeau interferometry is
presented. Due to its disadvantages, like the limited speed of the
image processing which limits again the probing velocity, the
interferometer is replaced by three capacitive sensors. Addition-
ally, the geometry is optimised to fulfil the requirements as
mentioned in Table 1.

The differences to existing probing systems for miniaturised
components [3,4] are the large measurement range, the possibility
to replace the probing stylus and the simple mechanical setup with
components manufactured with standard metal cutting machine
tools.

The improvements and their experimental validation are
presented in the following sections.

2. Measurement principle

The probing stylus is screwed on a moveable plate, which
is supported by three flexure hinges (see Fig. 1). A deflection of
the probing element in X-, Y- or Z-direction results in a
deflection of the moveable plate in Z-, A- or B-direction, which is
measured by three capacitive sensors, arranged parallel to the Z-

3. Design and manufacture of the 3D-probing system

3.1. Sensitivity at the probing element

By estimating the sensitivity at the probing element, 

influences of the main contributors on the accuracy of the prob
system are quantified. Using this method, the resolution of 

sensors and their alignment is determined to fulfil the requireme
for the probing system concerning its resolution and uncertaint
the probing element. The capacitive sensors used have a resolu
of 120 nm and are aligned on a bolt circle diameter of 13 mm wh
results in an estimated sensitivity at the probing element of 62 

71 nm and 35 nm in X-, Y- and Z-direction (see Figs. 1 and 2a). 

sensitivities in X- and Y-direction are different due to the positio
the sensors relative to the X- and Y-axis. In a next step, FEM (fi
element method) simulations are used to configure the final de
to meet the requirements as specified in Table 1.

3.2. Optimisation of the geometry using FEM

The flexure hinges are aligned radially because this alignm
has, compared to others, the advantage of high stiffnesses at
moveable plate in X-, Y- and C-direction and low stiffnesses in Z

and B-direction. High stiffnesses in X-, Y- and C-direction 

necessary to avoid motions of the moveable plate in these directi
because they are perpendicular to the sensitive direction of 

capacitive sensors used. Additionally, the relationship between
stiffness at the probing element and the parameters of the flex
hinges, their length, width and thickness, is simple and make
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The improvements and their experimental validation of a 3D-probing system for tactile dimensi

metrology, introduced in 2010, are presented. The Fizeau interferometer is replaced by capac

sensors, which enable a resolution at the probing sphere smaller than 100 nm. The results of a 2D-tes

are also discussed. The simulated isotropic stiffness at the probing sphere is 84 � 25 N/m. 

experimental stiffness is checked by force measurements and is determined to be 78 � 26 N/m. Requirem

in design, manufacture, assembly and simulation to achieve this conformance between measured 

simulated stiffness are presented.
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In difference to other probing systems like the NPL probe [3],

the capacitive sensors measure directly at the nominally rigid
fixture of the replaceable probing stylus and not at additional
target discs.
 by
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therewith easy to adapt the geometry of the flexure hinges 

certain stiffness at the probing element (see Table 2). This increa
the applicability of the probing system, e.g. for conventio
coordinate measuring machines (CMM) or machine tools by set
the probing force to specific requirements.

The simulated stiffness at the probing element is determined
applying an external force at the probing element and calcula
its deflection in direction of the external force.
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Properties of the probing system

o estimate the uncertainty of the manufacturing, the material
erties and the geometric specifications are varied within a

ain range. Therewith, the boundaries of the stiffness at the
ing element are calculated using FEM, which enables an
ation of the standard uncertainties of the stiffness assuming

ctangular probability distribution of the uncertainty con-
tors. In Table 3, the assumptions for estimating the
rtainties as well as the properties of the probing system

summarised.

Manufacturing and assembly of the probing system

 task in the development of the probing system is to design all
ponents in such a way, that they can be manufactured with
dard metal cutting machine tools. The flexure hinges, the most
cal component, are fabricated from a cold steel strip of 1.4310
lectro-discharge machining. Steel strip is dedicated for this
ication because of its tolerated thickness. Because of the fine
cture of the flexure hinges, each deviation in form, position,
ntation and size from the nominal geometry has a big influence
he stiffness at the probing element and results in correspond-
uncertainties (see Table 3). Additionally, burrs affect the
erties of the flexure hinges [2].
he flexure hinges are clamped between two face-ground base
es, which has the advantages that no heat is introduced during

the assembly and that the contacting area between flexure hinges
and base plates is flat (<1 mm). This ensures a repeatable
manufacturing and assembly of the probing system. The moveable
plate is glued to the inner disc of the flexure hinges.

The manufacturing is checked by determining the stiffness of
probing systems with four different, but nominal identical flexure
hinges. The stiffnesses in X- and Y-direction of the four probing
systems vary 11% (mean stiffness of four probing systems: 100%).
In Z-direction, the stiffnesses vary 43% (mean Z-stiffness of the four
probing systems: 100%). The repeatability of the assembly is
checked by reassembling the components of a probing system five
times and determining the stiffness in X-direction after each
assembly. The measured stiffness repeats within 13% (mean
stiffness of the five measurements: 100%).

3.5. Weight compensation

A non-flatness of the flexure hinges, caused by gravity,
increases the stiffness at the probing element, see Fig. 2. This
effect is comparable to a disk spring.

The deflection in Z-direction of the moveable components,
caused by gravity, is eliminated by an adjustable weight
compensation, realised by the principle of a balance (see Fig. 3).
The flexure hinges are pulled in opposite direction of gravity by a
thread, which is fixed with one end at the balance and with the
other end at the moveable plate. Vibrations, introduced by the
CMM, the probing or the environment, are reduced by a factor of
approximately 30 by letting the counterweight move in oil.

Table 1
Requirements for the 3D-probing system.

Stiffness at probing element (isotropic) <100 N/m

Measurement range >�100 mm

Measurement uncertainty <1 mm

Simple mechanical setup; components

fabricated with standard metal

cutting machine tools

–

Replaceable probing stylus –

pacitive  sensors

mping sleeve s

ture

pper) base plate

ower) base plate

veable plat e

xure  hinges

obing stylus

Z
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X
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Fig. 1. Setup of the 3D-probing system.
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Table 2
Influence of the geometry of the flexure hinges on the stiffness at the probing

element, determined by FEM simulations.

Length l Width w Thickness t

Stiffness in X- and Y-direction / 1/l2 / w / t3

Stiffness in Z-direction / 1/l3 / w / t3

Table 3
Simulated stiffnesses of the 3D-probing system and assumptions to estimate the

expanded uncertainties U (k = 2) of the stiffnesses at the probing element.

Thickness of flexure hinges (135 � 4) mm

Width of flexure hinges (1.2 � 0.03) mm

Bottom radius at intersection to flexure hinges (0.5 � 0.05) mm

Young’s modulus (200,000 � 10%) MPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 � 10%

Length of probing stylus (16 � 0.25) mm

Stiffness in X- and Y-direction (84 � 25) N/m

Stiffness in Z-direction (81 � 20) N/m
Non-�latness of �lexure hinges [μm ]C
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. Schematic view of non-flat flexure hinges (a) and the simulated influence of

on-flatness on the stiffness in Z-direction (b). Non-flatness due to gravity:

m (thickness 60 mm), 10 mm (thickness 120 mm). Measured non-flatness due

t optimised manufacturing: up to 250 mm and even higher. Fig. 3. Realisation of a weight compensation with damping system.
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3.6. Experimental verification of the isotropic stiffness at the probing

element

The simulated stiffnesses at the probing element are checked by
force measurements. A piezo-electric force sensor is moved
relatively to the probing element and the force as well as the
relative motion are measured. The stiffness is determined in the
XY-plane at each 458 to check the isotropy; additionally the
stiffness is determined in Z-direction. The stiffness in X- and Y-
direction conforms to the simulated values within their uncer-
tainties, as well as the stiffness in Z-direction (see Table 4). The
isotropic stiffness in the XY-plane is shown in Fig. 4.

Uncertainties of the measured stiffness are caused by the
positioning accuracy of the 3-axes drive unit used, the evaluation of
the measured force and the force measurement itself. Uncertainties
of the simulated stiffnesses are discussed in Section 3.2.

4. Geometric checking of the 3D-probing system

4.1. Calibration of the probing system

The measured voltages at the capacitive sensors are trans-
formed with the calibrated sensitivity of each sensor, provided by
the sensor manufacturer, into a distance between sensor and
moveable plate. Therewith, the change in Z-, A- and B-direction of
the moveable plate is measured. The three capacitive sensors
define a coordinate system CSY of the probing head, where the X-
axis, named X(probe), is defined by the connection line between
probe tips of sensor 1 and sensor 2, while the direction of Y-axis,
named Y(probe), is perpendicular to X(probe) passing the tip of
sensor 3 according to Fig. 5.

To determine the relative deflection of the probing element, six
parameters have to be calibrated: the orientation of the probing
head relative to the coordinate system of the 3-axes drive unit or
CMM as well as the position of the probing element relative to CSY.
By deflecting the probing element at a cuboid in X-, Y- and Z-
direction by a well-known distance, nine equations for the six
unknown parameters are generated and have to be solved.

The calibration uncertainty is estimated using Monte-Carlo-
simulations. As shown in Table 5, the calibration uncertainty
strongly depends on the geometric accuracy of the 3-axes drive
unit, which is used for deflecting the probing element.

The calibration uncertainty (k = 2) can be reduced to 0.22 m
0.22 mm and 0.03 mm in X-, Y- and Z-direction using a h
precision 3-axes drive unit with positioning accuracy of less t
0.1 mm and a probing element with form deviation of less t
0.1 mm.

4.2. Checking linearity of probing system

The linearity of the 3D-probing system is checked using a 

reference motion; the repeatability of the infeed motion
determined to be 156 nm for a nominal infeed of 100 nm 

nine infeed motions (repeatability: 4� standard deviation of n
infeed motions).

After detecting contact between the probing element and
slide of the reference motion, the slide is moved in nine steps w
constant infeed. For each measurement with constant infeed,
measured mean infeed is calculated. Several measurements
done with varied nominal infeeds between 100 nm and 10 m
The measured mean infeed is compared for each measurem
with the nominal infeed and its percentage deviation
determined. The typical deflections of the probing element in
use on a CMM are in the range of 1 mm up to 10 mm; the maxim
deviation is 1% at a nominal infeed of 2 mm. The calibration shal
carried out for the nominal deflection of the probing elem
during its application on a CMM.

4.3. Checking 100 nm infeed motions

Nominal infeed motions of 100 nm at the probing element
still observable, but the range of the measured infeed over n
infeed motions is 138 nm and therewith larger than the nom
infeed (see Fig. 6). The ratio between the range of the measu
mean infeed and the nominal infeed decreases for larger nom
infeed values (e.g. 118 nm range of measured mean infeed
nominal infeed of 2 mm), which means that the single feed moti
are measured by the 3D-probing system with lower rela
deviations. The smaller the nominal infeed, the larger is 

influence of the reference motion, which has a repeatability
156 nm (see Section 4.2). The repeatability of the 3D-prob
system at a nominal infeed of 100 nm and nine infeed moti
executed by the 1D-reference motion, has a measured rep
ability of 156 nm. Therewith, a better reference motion is nee
to quantify infeed motions of 100 nm or even smaller. A be
reference motion is also needed for checking the resolution at

Table 4
Comparison between measured and simulated stiffness.

Direction Measured stiffness (N/mm) Simulated stiffness (N/mm)

X, Ya 78 � 26 84 � 25

Zb 96 � 26 81 � 20
a Mean value from measurements in XY-plane, each 458, each measurement

repeated once.
b Mean value from three measurements in Z-direction.

Fig. 5. Six unknown parameters (red) have to be calibrated to identify the positi

the probing element and the orientation of the probing head in the coord

system of the CMM/3-axes drive unit. (a): 3D-view; (b): front view; (c): base v
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Fig. 4. Results of checking the isotropy of the probing system in the XY-plane (bold

black lines: orientation of the flexure hinges).
probing element of the 3D-probing system.

4.4. 3D-checking on a conventional CMM

An important test for a 3D-probing system is probing point
the surface of a hemisphere of a reference sphere [5]. The prob
system to be checked has to deflect in different directions, at l
in three perpendicular planes (see Fig. 7). Therewith, a anisotro
stiffness at the probing element is detectable. Probing a refere
sphere has the advantage that the centre point of the refere
sphere serves as mechanical reference point for all probing po
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he surface of the reference sphere. The measurement result
nds on following factors:

e geometric accuracy of the 3-axes drive unit.
e form deviation of the reference sphere.
e form deviation of the probing element of the probing system

 be checked.
e probing system to be checked itself.

 first check of the 3D-probing performance of the probing
em is done on a conventional CMM, which is used as 3-axes
e unit. The centre of the reference sphere is determined by
ing in �X- and �Y-direction as well as in �Z-direction.

performance with accuracies better than 1.3 mm, a more precise
CMM is needed. This includes an improved positioning accuracy of
the CMM, which is better than 1.2 mm of the CMM used, as well as
a more precise numerical control. The numerical control influences
the checking of the 3D-probing system because the calculated
points on the surface of the reference sphere are rounded by the
numerical control; the numerical control used rounds the
coordinates of the nominal probing points to integer values in
the mm-range, which results in virtual form deviations of the
approached probing points in the XY-, XZ- and YZ-plane of up to
1.0 mm. The form deviations of the probing sphere and of the
reference sphere are specified by the manufacturer to be less than
0.2 mm and can be checked by additional measurements [6].

5. Summary and outlook

A 3D-probing system, based on capacitive sensors to measure
the deflection of the probing element, is presented. Its design is not
only optimised for isotropic stiffnesses at the probing element, but
also for an economically priced manufacturing and assembly.

A FEM tool, which is used for the design of the flexure hinges, is
experimentally verified by force measurements. Therewith, a tool is
validated to adapt the probing forces of the 3D-probing system to
specific measurement task, e.g. for an application of the presented
probing concept on micro-CMM’s, conventional CMM’s or machine
tools. The differences to existing probing systems are the large
measuring range, the possibility to replace the probing stylus and
the simple scalability of the design to specific measurement tasks.

The geometric checking of the 3D-probing system includes
checking the linearity of the calibration (deviation <1%), checking
100 nm infeed motions and a 3D-checking as proposed by ISO (3D-
probing performance <1.3 mm). The 3D-checking is done on a
conventional CMM, which is used as 3-axes drive unit. Therefore,
the probing performance of the presented probing system cannot
be quantified, but it is proven that no probing errors in the mm-
range exist. A direct comparison of the probing performance with
other probing systems needs tests on a high-precision CMM. This is
the next step, a 3D-checking on a micro-CMM with reduced 3D-
uncertainties, so the probing system is checked with uncertainties
in the sub-mm-range.
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